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 Those crackers are perfect to surprise your guests and
embellish your table or any happy place! Filled of goodies

and/or sweets, for sure the snap cracker put inside will provide
amusement to the youngest ones. This Bristish tradition so

popular in the USA too, has been spread all around the world
now. 

Snap crackers can be used for any events, not only for the
holidays, to twist a little bit birthday parties, weddings, baby

showers...etc. This is also a nice packaging that you can simply
use as a gift wrap for your presents. 

Enjoy and have fun! 

Marbling is the art to create intricate designs with floating paints.
Sitting between painting, printmaking ans science, this craft sounds like

magical. Jennifer, alias My Little Print Fabrics, loves to make the
magic happen and create beautiful prints like those ones, specially

selected to decorate your events and celebrations.

Marbled Party Crackers 
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Some folding and cutting and your
party crackers will be ready to fill!

Step 1 : folding
On both sides of the marbled paper, make a fold on the dotted lines, with

marbled designs outside the fold (template inside), that makes 4 folds in 

 total to create (see the photos below). Open up the folds. 

Fold in the middle of the diamond shapes, with marbled designs inside

the fold (template outside), on both sides of the sheet, that makes 2 other

folds to do (see the photos below). 

Step 2 : cutting
Keep closed these folds of the diamond shapes prior to cut them. Make

sure you don't cut the space between each triangle, follow well the lines.

Take off the paper pieces (save them if you want to turn them into

confettis to put inside the cracker then). 

Cut tabs and slots with a craft knife. If you don't have one, fold the tab and

cut with scissors.  

Step 3 : taking shape 
Roll the paper to create a tube and insert the tabs into every slot (you can

use tape if it doesn't hold on). 

  

Step 4 : fill in'
Tie a knot on one side, keep it untangled and insert a snap cracker. Make

the first knot tighter to keep the snap in place. Fill your crackers with your

goodies. Close the other side with a knot and tuck the other side of the

snap cracker inside. Here we go, let's the party happen! 
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Instagram @mylittleprintfabrics

SHOP : 
www.etsy.com/fr/shop/LittlePrintFabrics

CONTACT : 
mylittleprintfabrics@gmail.com

MY LITTLE PRINT FABRICS
follow MLPF on social medias

http://pinterest.com/jennifercolin/boards/
https://www.etsy.com/fr/shop/LittlePrintFabrics
https://www.facebook.com/MyLittlePrintFabrics/
https://www.instagram.com/mylittleprintfabrics/
https://www.mylittleprintfabrics.com/

